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In for a 1-hour audio recording, I went with an off-the-
shelf over-ear headphone from a major headphone

manufacturer. I chose this headphone model due to its
comfortable, well-designed design, relatively low price,
and unobjectionable sound quality.Â The model had a
solid-feeling molded headband, and a large, somewhat

cushy ear cushion. The overall fit and clamping was
very secure. The colored, textured padded headband

cedarwood was very sturdy, and the total construction
of the unit felt very solid. A cord that was quite long

provided a low-noise, stable connection to the
headphone, which can make a huge difference in the
sound quality. The straight cable connection came out

from the bottom of the headphone. This design
allowed me to position the headphone as close to my

head as I wanted, and yet be able to control the
volume with ease. As is the case with most of the
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commonly available headphone models, the
headphones included a detachable cable for

connecting to the audio source (e.g., computer or
iPhone), as well as ear phones for use as a headset.

The cable was very sturdy and included a
5.1-millimeter audio input plug, a 20-foot

3.5-millimeter plug, a 3.5-millimeter plug for
connecting to most mobile devices, and a

3.5-millimeter jack for connection to computers via the
provided usb/audio dongle. If you have any questions

about the technology of headphones and the language
of electronics, please refer to the laptop training kit.
The audio quality of the headphones was surprisingly

decent. Being a over-ear model, I could hear a
significant amount of ambient noise, though I could

avoid the dreaded "environmental sound" by wearing
the headphones with a hat. I was able to achieve the

highest possible audio quality using the following
headphone setting: Music: For PC use Music profile,
High quality, and 44100 Hz. Video and sound is well
separated.. About Kerio Virtual Firewall, All In One,
Whats New,. If you are a new customer, see Kerio
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